literature and business literacy. This feature "travel literature" has been pointed out in the works of many researchers (Likhachev, 1954, 319-346; Belobrova, 1972, 257-265; Prokof'ev, 1984, 5-25; Travnikov, 1991; Glushanina, 1992, 41-50; Mikhailov, 1999) Chumakova in the work "I am a stranger on the earth. A man in search for paradise (based on old Russian books)" writes: "The desire to find the lost paradise forced a medieval man to look for it not only in the "higher world", but also on the earth, where heaven and land converge. And these journeys were not always real, but also the journey through the landscapes of the soul, because in fact the person represented a striking example of this locus for meeting the sky and the earth" (Chumakova, 2003) .
Thus, the Russian people throughout the long history in the knowledge and comprehension of the laws of being were mostly directed to the east rather than the west, which was consistently associated with the death of the soul. , 1997, 207) .
Interest in the west, its traditions, way of life, with Pope Innocent XII. This is a separate issue, which got its development in the story of "B.P.
Sheremetev's notes". What makes it interesting?
For historians it is the material for the study of In Naples, for example, the education system in Jesuit Theological Academy drew B.P.
Sheremetev's attention. Here, in the academy,
B.P. Sheremetev was demonstrated training fights
with cold weapon and the art of dance: "Then they showed as former warriors used to fight with spears and swords, dressing six men in armor.
Next many children of the noble fathers fought with rapiers. < ... > Then, having put the horse made of wood, any voltige showed, sitting on the horse and jumping over, and finally they danced the different dances and menuets. All these were taught by special masters, the laic people, not the Jesuits ("B.P. Sheremetev's notes", 2013, 94).
It can easily be seen that this method of teaching in two decades was presented and described in the famous essay "Honest Mirror "Officials" is a special book genre, which stipulates a detailed description of the various ceremonies.
